
..k

(classical above barrier or noncoherent subbarrier diffusion,
vacancy diffusion). The dependence ̂ (T7) for x < xc (curve2)
is shown for comparison.

For sufficiently low T or large splitting 8e, single-
phonon processes, for which fl ( T ) ~ T (Sef, become impor-
tant. As a result, on the initial section of curve 1, D~ T.

6. There exists an entire class of phenomena, for which
particles diffusing in a crystal approach each other to within
interatomic distances. However, such close approach, due to
the interaction of the particles, is unavoidably accompanied
by passage through a region in which levels in neighboring
wells are strongly displaced. For this reason, subbarrier dif-
fusion through such a region will be the limiting effect for the
kinetics of such phenomena at low T. It is interesting that at
large distances, the displacements of the levels are small and
diffusion slows down as convergence occurs according to (!},
but at close distances, a transition occurs to the single
phonon regime and diffusion begins to accelerate. Thus a
"bottleneck" appears, which is what determines the kinetics.
The corresponding theory was developed in Ref. 6. Experi-
mentally, quantum subbarrier diffusion under such condi-
tions was observed in investigations of the recombination of
hydrogen atoms in a molecular hydrogen matrix at low 71.7'8

It was found that instead of the exponential dependence on
T, the dependence D~Toccurs in agreement with the the-
ory.

1. In studying the diffusion of n+ mesons in Bi,9 an
anomalous temperature dependence was observed, which
gave rise to the generally used term "strange diffusion." As
analysis showed, the picture found is a direct reflection of
the anomalous behavior of D (T) described by curve 1 in Fig.
1 (see Ref. 4).

8. Quantum diffusion of interacting atomic particles in
an ideal crystal is of special interest. As in the case of exter-
nal defects, in the case of neutral particles, the interaction
has the form (3) and leads to an excluded volume with a large
radius r0. In such a system, at some critical value of the parti-
cle density xc

f -^ 1, localization must occur.4 This new type of
localization is entirely due to the discreteness of the space (lat-
tice of the matrix) and is absent, for example, in a liquid. The
discreteness leads to a number of fundamental properties:

a) tunneling occurs only over a finite distance a; the
number of locations z in the nearest coordination sphere is
finite;

b) presence of strongly pronounced/transfer processes
for T~A;

c) suppression of collective motions. A cluster of ./Vpar-

I?1

tides has a transition amplitude ~ A (A /Se}N '. As a result,
an ensemble of particles decays into a subsystem of station-
ary clusters and mobile separate particles. When the volume
occupied by the stationary clusters exceeds some critical val-
ue, localization will occur for the remaining mobile particles
and the picture will be analogous to the one described above
for the case of external defects. In particular, an analogous
temperature dependence and the transition with increasing
xf from curve 2 to a curve of the form 1 in Fig. 1 will remain.
An approximate expression for D, valid in the entire xp, T
plane and encompassing both band motion and localization
and phonon-assisted delocalization of particles was obtained
in Ref. 5.

The phenomenon of localization examined above was
first observed experimentally in investigations of diffusion of
He3 atoms in a He4 matrix.10 It was found that delocaliza-
tion, due to the interaction with phonons, leads to the tem-
perature dependence (7) and (7').
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V. A. Mikheev. Quantum diffusion and localization of
He3 atoms in solid He4. One of the interesting characteristics
of quantum diffusion of atoms in crystals is that according to
the theoretical predictions of Kagan, practically complete
localization of diffusing atoms in an ideal lattice can occur at
low temperatures. It is demonstrated in the theory con-
structed1 that in quantum crystals, particles of one type dif-

fusing in a matrix consisting of another type of particle ap-
pear as a kind of defects, interacting elastically with one
another. This leads to random displacement of energy levels
at neighboring nodes and if the magnitude of the displace-
ment 8e exceeds the width of the energy band A of the impur-
ity quasiparticles (impuritons2), then in the limit T—>• 0, spa-
tial localization of particles must occur. As the temperature
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ture increases, the localization gradually disappears due to
fluctuations of levels as a result of interactions with phonons
and, in the case T > Se, when two-phonon processes are ef-
fective, the diffusion coefficient of particles D is described by
the expression

(T)
(1)

where zJ = A, J is the tunneling amplitude, z is the coordina-
tion number, Se = a U0 x

4f3, U0 is the elastic interaction con-
stant, x is the particle concentration, fip (T) = B (T /& f0,0
is the Debye temperature, and B and a are numerical coeffi-
cients. It is interesting to note that for Se = 0, Eq. (1) goes
over into the well-known Andreev-Lifshitz equation,2 pre-
dicted and confirmed for quantum diffusion in a gas of im-
puritons interacting with phonons in the lattice, when D in-
creases sharply with decreasing temperature according to
thelawi)~r~9.For5£'>J4,thedependenceZ) hasanentire-
ly opposite form and D~T9, i.e., the diffusion coefficient
drops just as sharply with decreasing temperature as for
T = 0 and D — 0, which should not occur in the case of band
type quantum diffusion.

The purpose of the present work was to investigate ex-
perimentally the diffusion of He3 in the hexagonal closely
packed phase of the solid solutions He3-He4 over a wide
range of He3 concentrations and densities and to observe the
strong localization of He3 atoms. The He3-He4 system is
apparently one of the most suitable systems for studying the
phenomena predicted in Ref. 1. The extremely narrow ener-
gy band (A ~ 10~* K) permits having a disordered system
(T > A ), which does not decay (T> Ts, Ts is the separation
temperature of the solution) down to quite low tempera-
tures. Due to the inequality T > U0, where U0 = 10~2 K, all
configurations of He3 atoms are statistically equivalent in
the range of temperatures investigated ( Z 0.4 K), but the
system is strongly interacting (U0 > A ).

To perform the investigations, a special low-tempera-
ture pulsed magnetic-field gradient technique was devel-
oped. This technique permitted measuring record low values
of the diffusion coefficient 10~12 cm2/s in solid helium using
a pulsed nuclear magnetic resonance apparatus.

Figure 1 shows the results of the experimental investi-
gations of the diffusion coefficient of He3 over a wide range
of He3 concentrations and temperatures, where practically
all currently known mechanisms of diffusion in solid helium
are clearly evident. At the lowest He3 concentrations, coher-
ent band-type quantum diffusion occurs, due to scattering of
impuritons by phonons and by one another. As the concen-
tration increases, the trend in the temperature dependence of
D changes and for maximum concentrations of ~ 5% He3, a
regime with strong localization with D~T9, predicted by
Kagan and recently discovered experimentally,3 becomes
clearly evident. At high temperatures (T> 1.5 K), He3 diffu-
sion through vacancies, which makes a significant contribu-
tion only for concentrated solutions, is added.

The averaged values ofD (see Fig. 1) in the region of the
low-temperature plateau are shown in Fig. 2, where analo-
gous results for other densities are also shown. The behavior
of Z), as is evident in Fig. 2, clearly deviates from band diffu-
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FIG. 1. Temperature dependence of the diffusion coefficient of He3 in the
hep phase of solid solutions. 1,2) curves for v = 21.0 and 20.5 cmVmole,
respectively, characterizing quantum diffusion for Se = 0; 3) 0.006%; 4)
0.05% He3, u = 21.0 cmVmole; 5) 0.25%; 6) 2.17%; 7) 4.0% He3,
v = 20.7 cmVmole; 8) 4.98% He3, v = 20.5 cmVmole.

sion (dashed line) and has a tendency to go over into the state
of localization with concentration equal to some critical val-
ue. As Kagan and Maksimov recently showed,4 in this case,
the percolation approach to diffusion of He3 in solid He4 is
valid; they confirmed the interpolation equation, describing
the well-known mechanisms of quantum diffusion in the en-
tire x-rplane. In the region of the low-temperature plateau,
as the critical concentration is approached, the critical be-
havior of A related to a decrease in the number of neighbor-
ing nodes with a displacement less than the width of the band
and entering into the formation of an infinite cluster, must
occur, the corresponding critical dependence has the form

D =
const (2)

The continuous curves in Fig. 2 correspond to critical depen-

D, cmVs

10'1

1D~

FIG. 2. Concentration dependence of the coefficient of quantum diffusion
in the region of the low temperature plateau for different densities: v (cm3/
mole) = 20.7 (1), 20.5 (2), and 19.9 (3).
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dences with t = 1.7. The value of the critical concentration
for v — 20.7 cmVmole lies in the range 6 5 xc 5 8% He3. We
note that the index t found is close to the critical index of
electrical conduction with a metal-insulator phase transi-
tion.5 Using the interpolation equation in Ref. 4 with well-
known quantum diffusion parameters and the found values
of xc and t, it was possible to calculate the theoretical curves
of D for the entire range of concentrations and densities stud-
ied. The continuous curves in Fig. 1 are the result of this
calculation. As is evident in Fig. 1, theory and experiment
agree quite well.

Thus, in this work, we investigated the diffusion of He3

in solid He3-He4 solutions up to concentrations ~5% He3

and we observed the phenomenon of strong localization of
He3 atoms and phonon delocalization in complete agree-
ment with the predictions of Kagan's theory. In the region of

strong localization, a critical behavior of the diffusion coeffi-
cient of He3 was found. The theory of localization developed
was compared with the experimental data over a wide range
of parameters and their agreement was demonstrated.
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Translated by M. E. Alferieff.

Scientific session of the Division of General Physics and Astronomy and Division of
Nuclear Physics of the Academy of Sciences of the USSR (27-28 April 1983)
Usp. Fiz. Nauk 141, 546 (November 1983)

PACS numbers: 01.10.Fv

A joint scientific session of the Division of General
Physics and Astronomy and the Division of Nuclear Physics
of the USSR Academy of Sciences was held on April 27 and
28,1983 at the S. I. Vavilov Institute of Physical Problems of
the USSR Academy of Sciences. The following reports were
presented at the session:

April 27
1. R. A. Syunyaev, Compton scattering in astrophysics

(intergalactic gas, accretion disks around black holes, x-ray
pulsars).

2. Ya. E. Einasto, Observable large-scale structure of
the universe.
April 28

3.M. V. VoVkenshtein, The essence of biological evolu-
tion.

4. O. B. Ptitsyn, Physical principles of protein struc-
tures.

5. A. A. Vazina, Liquid crystals and biological mobility.
A brief summary of three of the reports is published

below.

M. V. Vol'kenshtein, The essence of biological evolu-
tion. It is mistaken to believe that the Darwinian theory of
evolution is obsolete, since there is neither enough material
nor time for the appearance of the present biosphere. Biolo-
gical evolution is a specific manifestation of the development
of the universe, and its phenomenological interpretation
consists of examining a dissipative system far from equilibri-
um, maintained by an outflow of entropy. The adequacy of
material for evolution is determined by the extensive vari-
ability in any population and the high content of heterozy-
gotes, which represent mutant genotypes. It is believed that
only a single directing factor is operative in evolution: natu-
ral selection. In reality, there is a second, no less, if not more,
powerful factor: the completed structural type and develop-
ment of the organism. Evolution has a directed and irrevers-
ible nature. Genetically programmed reading of positional
information, i.e., the regulator action of genes, is determin-
ing. Not only the structure of the functional molecules (pri-

marily proteins), but also the location and time of their ac-
tion are important. In view of the directedness of evolution,
by no means all traits have adaptive value. The usual ques-
tion in biology, viz., "Why?", by no means always has an
answer.

Evolutionary theory distinguishes micro- and macroe-
volution. The former indicates accumulation of small
changes in a population and the second means the appear-
ance of new species and higher order taxons. It can be shown
that speciation and macroevolutionary processes have the
nature of phase transitions. These transitions can be more or
less sharp and, correspondingly, the concepts of point equi-
librium and phyletic gradualism are used in biological the-
ory. Apparently, both occur. At the molecular level, evolu-
tion is manifested in the difference in the composition and
sequence of amino acid residues in homologous proteins.
Based on this, it is possible to construct evolutionary trees. It
may be considered as proven that many evolutionary substi-
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